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teachers (employed, of course, by the worthy
chairman's committee)answer this devastatingly
original challenge? Hell - he didnit - he
agreed with everything his chairman said (shrewd
thinking there, squire, you should go a long wayl
and actually went on to state that, in his
opinion, "corporal punishment is an essential
ingredient in a school". Essential mark.you -
no qualification - no regrets - n- compassion.
(Could even be made compulsory, perhaps - say
just after the compulsory morning assembly?).

Asked what he thought about the work and
opinions of psychiatrists the chairman beams as
he informs us that, "I don't call them psychia-
trists,-I call them trick cyclists." Such
amazing wit - how can you compete with that?
The teacher wisely doesn't even try - he lets
the obscene remark pass without comment. And
that was it - the programme ends with Tom Coyne
smilingly recalling that he too had been beaten
across the arse (we forget the euphemism used)
at school and no, he agreed, it had done him no
harm either.

Is there anything that can be done to counter-
act such pernieious and cruel nonsense? Some of
us tried telephoning the Hidlands Today office
while the programme was still going out. Yes -
they had already had a lot of complaints from
teachers and psychiatrists. Yes - they agreed

/pom we DUNCE'$ cowl/»
THOUGHTS OF THE CHAIRMAN
In the midlands we are inflicted with a local TV

it was one-sided, but complained that they
hadn't realised what an idiot the HUT man would

, d T d , _ prove to be. No - they had no plans to contact
news/magazine programme _ Hidlan S 0 ay somebody who might be able to challenge either' d lt -whlch ls put out as a kind of child/a u . no man the stated problem or its proposed solution. No-land programme at 6pm each weekday evening -
nothing must be taken_1Qg seriously you under-
stand (well, it's only a local programme after
a1l)._

Recently the chairman of the Nottingham
Education Authority had announced that he was
disturbed at what he had decided was an increas
in violence in schools and'that in his incon-
siderable opinion the only 'answer' to this

- it was unlikely that the interview would be
followed up in any wa. And it wasn't - but
that's show business folks - today's 'news'
(however inaccurate) is tomorrow's ‘old hat‘ -
can't risk boring the viewers, old boyl.

TAKI NG THE PI SS

$tat¢ of affairs "as t° °°“P°und th° violence by’ hole Express reports an east Manchester school
stepping up the use of corporal punishment.

"Jolly svod", thought Midlands T°da¥’ "°han°e out if a child wishes to go to the toilet during
where the following procedure must be carried

for a bit of controversy." So they invited the classes: g
opinionated gentleman along to give us all the

'representative' of the teachers - an official
of the local NUT 2 - to ensure a sparkling
debate, '

Thus - one Tuesday evening - Tom Coyne (the
programme's jovial linkaman) introduces us to
the fat old chairman who offers no evidence to

The class teacher gives him a form on which
benefit Of hi8 advice and ‘I20 OOIlfI‘O1‘1t him With 3. has begn entered the Date, Period, Time, Sub‘-jag-|;’

Pupil's Name and Form, and Teacher's Name,
The pupil takes this to the Duty or Toilet

Prefect who is stationed outside the school
office - which is 400 yards from the more
distant classrooms - and the prefect copies out
the information into a logbook.

back.up his statement about violence (he certain= next, the duty prgfect takes the pupil into
13 save no indication that he had seen the
inside of a school recently) and followed his
propsed 'solution' with the classic statement
th&t,h§_had been beaten at school and that it
ha-I1 @0116‘ no harm... (Think again, Dear Sir,
had it_£Q1Q1gg to do with your subsequent
development as a sadistic twit?).

30 h0W did the 'representative' of the

2

the office to get the key to the toilets. The
pupil has to ask the school Secretary for toilet
paper if he will need it; he will be issued with
two pieces.

The pupil is then escorted to the toilet,
which is unlocked for him and locked up again
when he has finished. Finally he is escorted
back to the main school.
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exams are the FAILURESZ
not the STUDENTS

ililvery student has felt the tensions of exas
or assignment deadlines. Fear of failure

hangs over students‘ heads for the whole year.
University students enjoy some liberties over
industrial or white collar workers, but they pay
for this in anxiety. At the same time, the
authoritarian control of work renders it so
alienating that the result is an almost total
apathy to the course or any other area of
intellectual study, and an almost crippling
inability to get any work done. This tension
between the anxiety of failure and the inability
to force oneself to do alienating intellectual
tasks hangs over every student's life. Go intc
the refec. any time and you will see people
traumatized and psychologically destroyed for
any number of reasons - because they can't get
up the willpower to go to lectures, because they
have been working frantically to get an assign-
ment in on time, because the deadline is coming
and nothing has been done (not even a book read)
etc. The average student's life follows a cycle
of not studying (a full-time activity) followed
by frenzied cramming. As more and more time
goes by and more and more work is assiduously
not done, the anxiety gets deeper and deeper
until the sheer terror of failing (fear of the
OUTSIDE WORLD with its even more alienating and
unfulfilling jobs) strikes the student's heart,
his resistance to work vanishes totally, and he
performs amazing feats of stamina, concentration
ingenuity, imagination, etc.

There are, of course, a few perverts whof
actually enjoy exams. These are people who have
been made so terrifyingly "normal" after so many
years in this education system that they have
been dehumanized rather drastically. They no
lon er resist the work instinctively. _Th§Ys
submit gladly to their oppression, Pellshlng the
competition and humiliation of exams. For thosethere ls esof us that exams make neurotics of,
least this comforting thought: we are Still
human enough to resist an insane situ?t1€fl- our

ses in the face of exams are ln 8°neuro. - ' e areevidence of our sanity; evldence that H
still fighting. It is those who.ha:e g:v§:'uP,
the cheerful masochlsts, whose Bani Y 1
question. y

These people, however, are only more acute
examples of the general submissiveness. We all
continue to allow ourselves to be forced through
these periods of nightmarish tension, anxiety
and even nausea. Host people continue to see
the problem as adapting themselves to the
situation, and getting some work done, rather
than adapting a situation to fit their needs.
Thus they are so geared to sublimating their
tensions about exams rather than analysing the
experience that they are unable to develop a
critical awarenes: of the rgle of eXams_ D

Trams are a wea on of social control. They
are the ultimate ihreat in a system which
?:ntrols what we learn, when we learn it, and

requirements are failed or firofi_ mgr :,,§,fl,,
for this, of Course, is that gxtflrnpl .?,,,;T€r,
ls necessary to maintain a certain objection
level of knowledge. Obviously learning yap-
a continual process of assessing what vs H,
and what problems require solving. Loarag» ,.
the development of our awareness of {gs pqal
and OUT relation to it. This development i
implies an independent critical awareness, ?h¢
present system attempts to direct (rather than
develop) a dependent, uncritical deforenoo to
the learning authority, the figure of knouledrc.
This is the perversion of the learning situation
from learning about the world to learning about
lecturers‘ expectations and playing games
B°Q0T5ifiF1y. The whole notion of external
assessment expresses the very essence of $F§fiqTl
itarian ideology - the average person is _
incapable of understanding his needs (shatte-
good for him) or directing or controlling his
own life. Thus, these who are fortunate enough
to understand all this benevolently and disintor
estedly assess the needs of these people and
direct their lives for them. he are assessed
externally for our whole lives. It is the fail-
ure to understand the essence of hierarchical
power relations, of domination and submission
which held back the left on this campus for
years. They have been totally unable to gener-
alise from their own powerlessness to the
submissive condition of all workers.....

The simple point is that anything is irrelev-
ant to a student when it is thrust on him in a'
hierarchice‘ly controlled course, rather than
stemming from n s needs and his own individual
enquiry; while any area of knowledge can be
fascinating when it is directed by the individ-
ual's need and desire to understand the universe‘
.....He are going into the classrooms again this
week to argue for boycott of exams. Resistance
to all authoritarian assessment is a necessary
step in building a revolutionary consciousness
on campus. People must come to grips with their
powerlessness before the prevailing atmosphere
of despair and confusion is overcome. Hope lies
in understanding the latent potency of our own
conscious actions. A boycott must ebe a mass
action which generates solidarity. Isolated
actions will fail. As'a small group we hope to
generate an awareness of the situation. We can
do no more than that until resistance spreads
and the authority*of lecturers is continually
challenged. It is up to each individual to
overcome his deference to authority, challenging
both~external authority and internal repression.
We hope we will build people's confidence to
resist, but it is the individual who must decide
to act or to acqu1esce'SELF*MANAGE}mN_Tp GROUP

UNI CELL
FOR A SOCIETY BASED
ON NfiRKERS' COUNCILS

Thi article which was sent to us by Australian*l"l; as what the right answers are, They serve l- 5 2 " , _ _
~ ~ ~ comrades refers to the situation at Brisbane’or ease role as the power or hire-and-fire ln
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This article has been lifted, with the permission
of all concerned, from issue No. 5 of the
now defunct magazine, Children's Rights.

specific jobs are as
always been part of the
and were part of the

ests of competence for
bljold as man.‘ They have
system of apprenticeship,
initiation rites that all cultures seem to have
used in one form or another. Such tests were
based on common sense. Has the boy who wanted to
become a warrior able to tolerate pain and fear?
Did the intending potter show the necessary skill,
interest and patience to produce a pot that would
be both durable and decorative? Could the boy
who wanted full recognition as an adult, fish,
farm, hunt and build so as to provide for child-
ren and other dependents?

In small societies the initiation rites were
often just formalities because all the adults Iii
with “h°m th° a5Piring boy worked knew his skills
and could agree without difficulty on the time4 t ,m ._

' o

when his adult status would be publicly acknowh
ledged. Similarly, apprenticeship was seen as a
process of training spread over a period cf three
or five years according to the variety and nlngin
complexity of the skills to be learned. As he
mastered the different stages so he was given
real work to do that, once it had passed the
scrutiny of the master craftsman, was regarded as
skilled work. The final product, signed or marks
ed by the master himself, was very often, in fact,
the work of one or more cf his apprentices.

Sc, today, the apprentice plumber or the Ixxge
surgeon in training carries out real work under
the eye of the master who, by his approval,
accepts responsibility for the quality of the
result. While there have been many changes in ti:
the form of such training and testing, there has
been little criticism of the principle of such
testing, or of exams designed to measure compet-
ence during and/or following training.
TESTS FOR SELECTION .

A second type of exam is that which selects a few
from a large number of candidates, for places at
a higher level in an elitist society. Such exams
developed in ancient China whan the increasing
demand for administrators in an expanding empire
could not be satisfied by recruitment within the
upper stratum; and in modern industrial societies
where the increasing ccmplexity_of control and
administration demands more experts than the
upper stratum of society can provide. So, in
Britain, we have had:

(a) a series of secondary schools evolved to
satisfy the needs of the ruling classes: public
schools for their own children, with the most
highly qualified staff, the most favourable ratio
of staff to pupils and the most intensive system
of education in boarding conditions; grammar
schools for the middle and lower class who will
become the middle-range professionals (teachers,
nurses and local government officials) whc_exist
to administer the various systems designed by the
ruling classes; and secondary modern or so-called
comprehensive schools (most simply re-grouped P
secondary mcderns) for the working classes. In
these schools we find the largest classes, the
most poorly-paid and least qualified teachers and
the shortest period cf secondary séhocling, so
that the pupils achieve a minimal literacy and a
deep conviction that they are capable of little
more than manual work.

" Consequently there has grown:
(b) a system of tests designed to pick out from

the upper quarter of the working class - starting
at the age of seven - those ‘capable of profiting‘
by grammar school education and education in
colleges or universities: the ‘seven plus‘, the
‘eleven plus‘ (nominally abolished but ‘@111
operating in disguised forms in those local authé
critics, like London, which claim to have ‘gone..
comprehensive‘), and the ‘eighteen plus‘.

We have to be clear, in passing, that uhile
this type of test selects, it does not guarantee
that the successful candidate will remain in his
new social rank. "This task is carried out by the
socialising (conditioning) function of the echo?“
It is not enough, in the grammar school, to be
clever; you must adopt, and be seen to adopt, the
prevailing habits, values, speech-forms and dress
characteristic of the middle classes. Hence the
current war by_grammar school staffs against
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Schools Actic. Unions or similar associations of
school pupils lesigned to protect themselves
against assault or exploitation and,more positiv-
ely, to claim a share in the formation of school
policy. Hence the insistence on uniforms and _
deference to teachers; on religious and political
conformity and, centrally, on the development cf
respect for any kind of authority deriving from
the state.

OPPOSITION TO SELECTIVE TESTS
 

The fight against selective examinations of this
type is, above all, a political fight against an
elitist society, since those tests are an essent-
ial part of a competitive society. Those who
maintain that such competition is ‘healthy‘ or
‘a natural instinct‘ confuse the preying of one
species of life upon another (necessary to the
ecological cycle) with the same-species aggress-
ion of rats under extremes of overcrowding, or
the same-species sexual competition necessary to
maintain functional competence.
EVIDENCE AGAINST EXAMINATIONS

1, The Thirty Schools Experiment
Eight years before the last war a large-scale e
experiment was undertaken in America tc release a
group of schools from what was felt to be the
oppressive burden of university entrance exams.
Thirty schools were told that their pupils would
be given entrance to any one of a group of
universities on the say-so of the school princip-
al and without any test or interview by the
university. The universities would keep detailed
records and report progress. '

A ‘control group‘ of pupils were selected from
schools not taking part in the experiment. These
pupils were matched for age, social background,
religion, etc., and equally detailed records of
these pupils kept by the universities for compar-
ison with the experimental group.

.
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control group better: attendance at church and
the rote knowledge of modern languages.

When a further analysis if the results was
made within the experimental grdup and 3
comparison made between the schools which had
made little alteration to their traditional
habits and those which had most radically re-cast
their patterns of behaviour, it was found that
the more experimental schools out-classed the
more traditional schools in all respects,

‘Unfortunately the war interrupted.the experi_
ment in its full form. It had been hoped to -
follow up the careers of the students for some
years after they had left the university in
order to provide a long-term-study,
2. Summerhill and Kilouhanity
It is hardly necessary to remind readers of this
magazine (or this one - Lib.Ed.) that the two
most progressive of the well-established
progressive schools in.Britain, Summerhill at
Leiston in Suffolk and Kilquhanity at Kirkpatrick
Durham, Dumfriesshire, have never made examinat-
ions part of their work. Summerhill refuses ever
to pressurise children to attend lessons. Both
schools have, of course, attracted many children
labelled as ‘disturbed‘ because they found it
impossible to fit into the state system. Yet in
spite of their tiny sizes (Summerhill about 70
kids and Killy about 40) they have produced a
disproportionately large number of highly
competent craftsmen, farmers, doctors, teachers,
artists, writers, social workers - people with a
perhaps higher than average social responsibility
in their work. Those whom I know personally
display more vitality, better health, more human-
ity and joy in life than any other similar group
of my acquaintance, They seem to be less burden-
ed by hang-ups and prejudice, and better able to
find rational solutions to personal problems than
most people I have met.

iii
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},e The Harvard experiment
alterations they wished in their otganisaticn or E . - . 5curricula. some, feeling thgy “ere~a1ready A few years ago Sarvard University advertised a
working on quite sound lines, made little or no

series of degree courses to be open to anyone who
applied, without any academic qualifications or

alteration. At the other extreme some schools |decided to takg nothing for granted and sat down, tests for entry to the courses. Candidates were
staff and students together, to decide what they
should d0;§nd how they should do it.

After eight years the universities published
the results of the experiment (summarised by
James Heming in ‘Teach Them To Live‘). In an}
overall comparison of the control group with the
experimental group the latter were found to have
taken part uch.nore fully in extra-curricular
activities - political, social, dramatic, sport-
ing and artistic - than the control group. ‘In
academic achievemnt the experimental group,
similarly, gained the vast majority of academic
awards and scored markedly higher than the
cor‘rgl group. Only in two respects were the

accepted on the basis of ‘first come first server‘
Ihen the courses had ended it was found that the
rate of successful completion of these degree
courses was higher than for the normal degree
courses in the university.i
5, The comprehensive ideal
In actual practice the so-called comprehensive
schools are, in the main, as tradition-bound as
other state schools. Entry to them is determined
by'procedures no different in principle from the
ll plus, certainly for the upper streams in these
schools. e O

Contd. p.17
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ome time ago a student asked me whether or not
he should take his CSE exams. He explained

that he disagreed with the principle of exams,
and said that it worried him to think that he was
helping to prop up a bad system if he tamely
submitted to the farce like everybody else,
After some hesitation I advised him to take his
exams. Since I had already taken plenty myself,
and possessed the bits of paper that proved I
could teach, I thought it would be hypocritical
to advise someone else to make a solitary protest.
More important, I thought that his solitary
protest would be a useless gesture. Action
against exams, if it is to achieve any change in
the system, must be collective.

There have been a number of examples, especial-
ly since l968, of individuals tearing up exam

‘Jr as

“ Id-
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pggition to bend the OSE syllabus towards their
students‘ needs than I am; to which I reply that
it"is the nature of a hierarchical system to
corrupt those who start to climb. Both state-
mentphave their truth. And I know headmasters
who are trying to reform the exam system - but
how"feé'ny are doing so‘? And is continuous assess-
ment necessarily an improvement? And are more
far-reaching reforms from above reotely possible‘-’
THE FAMOUNT O SUPPORT
‘There is no such thing as an isolated revolution
aryabt: Acts that can transform society take
place"in association with others, and form part
of a general movement that follows its own laws
of growth. All revolutionary activity is collect-
ive,_and hence involves a degree of organisation.
What --we ‘challenge is not the need for this but
the need-I for a revolutionary leadership, the need
for_a rdigty". (n.com1 BEFDIT)  u p
(OBSOLETE COHHURISI - can 1.1-:1="r WING ALTERNATIVE

e This is, no doubt, obvious, but the implicat-
ions are worth considering. At this moment there
is widespread criticism of exams ehd grading (try

papers and of attempts to organise the mass M35133 anything by H”-11! Duane! H°1tv I1]-1°11:
be cot, of them. Last you at York University Reimer, Denieon, Postman, Kohl, etc.) and at the
soge Social Science students organised a picket 53'!" E5-5°!’ in 1-1W°1‘B° P1‘°P°1'1=i°11 it B°°m°v 131°
of their Part l exams, which resulted in about €1'3di11S'/°1a"'1nin8/°°1'fi-fi°a'H-"3 P1'°°°.99 spmada
half of the students taking part in a boycott "T9? Wid°I‘- 3l1bJ°°'5B 9-PP31‘°fl*1J' 1%!“ 3-"
Question papers were subsequently given out, and B‘1°°°~mbi118‘i 17119 m1mb¢1‘ °f P¢°P1° *9-E118 919-"18 01'
all students had the option of returning complet- 3-11 kinds °°n'5im1°B '|?° i11°1‘°aB°¥ 3113-1‘°hiB'|= P1‘i8°I1-
ed papers within two weeks And, as an example "'5 €1‘§dY1a"79 in 3P3BiBh- Md 11°" @353 "ad-¢11¢1‘B
of how to fight the demands of course work, "I9 B19081-PB W £57911? B°1‘9-P191118 °I§m5? (Hml mania
students at Keele Universit for a while operated £01‘ that mature ha-V9 11°?-P5 °f F9111: D133‘-‘*2 3°]-'5:F I _
a successful ‘switchboard’, which was a filing W0?) »Th@I'¢ V0315 B-PPQQ-1‘ ‘W 5°: in °fl1°1‘ \"°1‘5~5a
system containing sets of notes and essays, to 3 19-P8°,§;.-B¢1-P9985-bl! 5-B°1‘°@B5-B8 8111' b°‘hI""-H 11110
which a student could refer when given a partic- °1‘i'5iq11° °f §- P9-51°81 Bi-B°1‘5-‘W: ad 131° 8°1191‘a117
u ax. ass, men-5 0,, a much bi er 5331, -gm held opinions and practice of society at large.1 £11 - 68 9 , _
boycott which took place in France in 1968 had How many non-teaching anarchists accept uncritic-
considerable success, since all students were ally the____i_dea. that schooling is good? How many
later declared to have passed. parents make g criticism of the values that

H e er France in l 68 was in a revolution schools are inculcating in their children, letow v 9 817 n
situation where all the values and institutions alone of_.the practice of inculcating , or
of capitalist hierarchical society came under of enforcing ii 57 *1" *1’!-"B'|= ‘Bf P"-115-B1111'°11* °1'
attack. Since we are not quite in that kind of clam?
situation in this country yet - unfortunately - No doubt‘ thbre is a time-lag between the incep-
it might be useful to consider what can be done tion of ap,.idee. and its ultimate acceptance. H
here and now. There are at least three factors doubt, too, the methods of teacher-training
involved all of which are inter-related, but it colleges are usually such that the last things

THE STATUS HVOLTED

will be zasier to deal with them separately: students are encouraged to feel any interest for
The status of the people involved. »~ * "
The amount of support

3 The institution under attack and the
nature of the opposition

TE QPLE
A hgadmagtgr has more pgwgr to changg 1n BIG ,.8bQut""Q&HQflt19He Th0 £861 I‘OlBiIlB

-0' ’  
L*J 0N

his school than a first-year student whether he with nar¢ht=_,1v~rs~1r wqilihnchht and teachers
should have is a different matter . But eve one 193891! 5°35-1° 13° 43555892 "° M" 9- "P3 1°B8) Iv I -.
at whatever place in the system, has the opport- , Va? '50 8° *'°”8°t'9ff°°*1" Pa1‘°11t/t°a°h°1‘ 3°“-°n
unity to attack some manifestations of the exam B89-5-115* ‘F119. .W5*°@- 1 Bull P°9B1b11i"FY 15 that O
dehie. Stfldflntfl, if organised at least eh a h lwwl branch of the W1‘ might some hhflhr Rank-
class basis, could, as suggested in ‘The Little and-F5-1° ¢°5fi'°1a and '°1‘k f°1‘ °b-818° in ‘U131?
Red School Book‘, hand in blank papers or boycott area. Oth°}Y‘d-59r its shins to he h Ions. Mid
their internal exams, or press for reform such 9108 -' mu": *1!“ 5-9: W 3-T9 51°99“---With 3 "68
as being told the question; 1,, adyancq, Teachuw situation, and no longer have to depend on reform
on the shop floor should do all in their power to fi'°m a1"""" In Pra'n°° in 1968' 1°.‘ it b’ Batd
ream-1; {gangs that they should grad, their again, it was the students who took the initia-
gfudgntg as part of the usual productivity deal tlvfi in OIQHB Ed. QTQ17 other

whether or not one in In a batter poaitian to manifestation of capitalist hierarchical society
sh e thin B 31; I1-,1 h 1 ‘Students led; the rest of society followed. The9118 8 g er levels of the hierarchypm not mm, Friends of mine who an heads of conclusion might be that the HUS and the RUSS
departments assure me that the are in a better d°9°“° "'11-____Qm' meP?°fl 1‘ tn‘ °'_-P‘_t5‘_§_th°77 . I



 

' can INSTITUTION UNDER ATTACK AND THE NATURE or
THE OPPOSITION

_ u _ _ .

initiate. Far better Students Should. taka - Qn go, -the fundamental critique would

action than that they should accept what is. remain. It_i§ the disease we are attacking - not
°ff°P°d~ mhfl B°t1°n °f 100 Btudenis in striking that students worry about exams, but that educat-
f°P 3 iemahd is infinitely m°T° Valuable than ion has nothing whatever to do with the selection
every h°3dma5i¢T5' °°nf°T°fl°° ihai ever iflok procedures required by a hierarchical society.
P1306. So let it be clearly understood that in attack-

ing exams we are not seeking ‘better‘ forms of
Y assessment. We are against _a_l__l forms of assess-

ment. '
Or nearly all. It will be objected that tests

of competence in, say, brain surgery, will always
be necessary. Certainly, with the qualification
that far more people could be competant surgeons
in an egalitarian society that dispensed with the
mystification of ‘professionalism‘. iBut, in any

1It might appear to be a.general principle that, case, this objection does not count for much.
the higher the place a given institution occupies Probably some people will always be better at
in the educational hierarchy. the harder it will doing some things than everybody else, but, rnaa
be to attack.. Class tests are dispensable: non-hierarchical society, this will not lead to
degree finals are sacrosanct. On the other hand,the creation.of an elite, The brain surgeon, the
to refer back to the previous section for a porter, the nurse and the patient will all have
moment, we have seen that degree finals are an equal voice in the running of the hospital.
vulnerable when most students attackzthem, where-The surgeon might have had to pass a test of some
as first-year students in secondary schools have kjnd,in order to perform operations, but passing
usually neither the consciousness nor the organ- it need only give him the right to operate, and
isation to challenge the most trifling test. need not give him a far bigger wage than every-

Hqwever, the status of a particular_exam_i§ body else nor a higher status. In other words,
l.lIlpOI‘t8.Il‘t, TTLOSE that OOl'l‘|SI'O1 entry 130 S‘l1CC8SS— we are against 3,11‘ fgrmg Qf aggessment _-|;ha,-I;
ive steps in the pyramid are crucial. It is at qualify some people for entry to higher levels in
least conceivable that internal exams in schools hierarchical society.
and universities will gradually disappear, but, Attacking all such forms of assessment involves
as long as our society is built On hierarchical an attack on hiererchieel society itee1f- To
and elitist assumptions, there will have to-be raise the demand for ‘no assessment‘ is to ask
some means of selecting those people who are £0? Bomeihing that °aHfl°i be granted t°daY:
judged fit to ascend to the next stage. Exams b°°3uB° the granting Of ii Wvuld imply a new:
perform this function very well, because they non—hierer¢hi¢e1 9°°ieiY- It is iherefoii 9
appear to be fair, Promotion is based on merit revolutionary demand, and will be resisted not
rather than wealth or accent - or so it is claim-merely by the eiueetienel establishment, but by
ed; and, as I've already said, the radigal all the forces of capitalism including the Consev-
critique of this position has not yet percolated aiiV° and Lab°“r Partiefia and by all auih°TiiaT-
through to parents and teachers. ian parties of the Right and Left.

'1' '1 I'
is‘*u| 1" \:‘*ula

To attack these crucial exams is the hardest The opposition is therefore formidable. iBut I
task of all, because they perform an essential an not advocating acquiescence, in pointing this
function within the system. 'In fact one is no out. We need to be aware what we are up against,
longer using ‘educational‘ arguments only, but and then campaign with all our strength on the
‘pO1iti@el' ones as well: one is attacking hier- slogan, ‘N0 EXAMS: H0 ASSESSMENT‘. we should
archical society itself. also press for any reforms that seem in the

Two objections may be raised to this. 1First, offing, but, in so doing, never lose sight of the
that all exams could be dispensed with and altan- longeterm strategy. Such a campaign would
native selection procedures used. Second, that perform the function of any revolutionary demand
the 11+ was ‘crucial‘, and is disappearing. in a pre-revolutionary situation: it would wrest

To answer the second point first: the ll-plus the initiative from the enemy and force him on to
is disappearing simply because the comprehensive the defensive and it would provide a focal point
idea made it redundant, and the comprehensives for all genuinely revolutionary forces. Implicit
can perform all the process of grading and stream-in.that statement is the idea of organisation.
ing and selection within their own walls, while Should we work within Rank and File - or do we
appearing to be based on egalitarian principles. need to revive the Libertarian Teachers‘ Assoc-
Need I add that I am _n_9l:_ advocating a. return to iation‘?'
the ridiculous tripartite arrangement.

The first point is obviously true. Exams _
perform an essential function, but it _§_._§_ the JOHNBOOTH
function that is essential; and there aze
alternative ways of performing it. Exams are a
symptom, not the disaese. ‘But the point is that
whatever form of assessment and selection was
used would come in for almost exactly the same
_criticlsms. The arguments about tension and so
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n the abrupt and final language Of the 854-
Icational authorities five boys in the Fifth
form of Cordeaux High School, Louth (a Lincoln-
shire market town) have been suspended, charged

I

it objected. He then tried to play the hard man
and in reaching out to grab the boy in question
dug a pen he was holdin into the b 'i g  oy s hand, '
drawing blood. He grabbed the boy by the shirt

with a number of misdemeanours including vandaL- fT0Ht- The b0? struggled and f°u8ht b3¢k H13
ism, theft, bullying, disobedience and persist-
ent ill-mannered behaviour. When I questioned

shirt was torn The bo asked t be '. i y o allowed out
of the room and was refused - so he went out of

the Head about the suspension he added that they the window. Later another boy asked to go to
had shown a marked lack of gratitude for the the toilet W88 Pfifused and we
things that had been done for them - "we have
bent over backwards to accommodate them". Apart
from their various acts of misbehaviour the
fundamental action of these boys was on entering
their ROSLA year to refuse point blank to be
taught at all. The most that was achieved wast . . . ..o get them to engage in discussions on various
topics from time to time.

The suspension however is not a simple
dismissal from the school. It is intended that
they do not return. Ho alternatives have been
arranged; the authority seems content to submit
them to a barrage of questions and investigation,
including social, medical and psychological
reports. The aim is to find out ‘what is wrong
with them‘ since, as one of the local education
chiefs has put it, it is incomprehensible that
boys of this age should behave in the way they
have done. Among the various things they have
done or attempted, one that is symptomatic of
their relations with the school authority is
that they tried to organise a petition to secure
the right of pupils to choose the member of
staff who would be given charge of them under
the newly introduced pastoral care scheme. Most
fifth formers refused to sign on the grounds
that they might be victimised or otherwise get
into trouble. Certain members of staff to whom
they had taken a particular dislike were persis-
tently badgered and taunted in the corridors.
From time to time they appear to have set fire
to waste paper baskets, plastic cups in the
drinks machine, and to have done other minor
acts of damage, e.g. to fire extinguishers. A
large proportion of acts attributed to them were
however done by other pupils. They were accused
of disobedience to the point of total uncontrol
and even violence; indeed were one to accept all
the charges at their face value, they have done
everything bad that is possible. In practice
however most such charges are exaggerated. The
prime examples involve a new head of department
who when he took them for the first time had an
immediate hostile reaction.

He has a rather pompous sounding voice, and
employs such terms as 'chaps‘, Naturally the
noys oegan to make fun of this, and he became
fair fame in their minds. He asked them to move
their chairs into a semi-circle; they refused. been the target Of their badgering a1m°$t the

, , nt out of the
window. The teacher wanted to discuss something
to do with.Biafra, and handed out a pile of
leaflets askin the bo s to pas, g y _ s them round.
The boys did - all of them, hand to hand, like
‘pass the parcel‘. On the day of the suspen-
sions however these incidents were reported in
a rather innacurate way. "They physically
assaulted a teacher, and were pouring out of the

window, refusing to be taught and being totally
unreasonable."
MISUNDERSTOOD? HOOLIGANS?

It would be a mistake to go through every inci-
dent trying to sort out the truth of what
happened. Basically the boys admit that they
did many things wrong, and that certainly they
had no intention of being taught. But accepting
the charges at their face value one would be
tempted to dismiss the lads as hooligans and
delinquents, amoral and nihilistic. Meet them
and talk to them, singly or as a group, and they
are clearly sensitive, warm and generous young
men. They are physically adult, regard them-
selves as adult, and are looked upon and treated
as such outside of school. To submit them to
the kind of investigations they are now under-
going is to make possible a whitewash job
exculpating the school of any responsiblilty for
their behaviour. i

In each case it would not be hard to find
‘causes’ for their actions: shared among them
(since I do not wish to point to any specific
individual case in these respects) they have two’
broken families, one case of unstable tempera-
ment, a host of family difficulties. Yet talk-
ing to them again and it is clear that none of
these factors have any bearing whatsoever on the
incidents. They are all perfectly well adjusted
to these various background 'defioiencies'. And
there are no (as yet) social and psychiatric
examinations of the school as a whole or of
particular teachers; yet five minutes in the
staffroom and one can hear and see plenty of
evidence of neuroses being taken out on the
children.

Perhaps the most interesting facet is the
accusation of ingratitude. The Head informed me,
for example, that one member of staff who had

, 2@t wushcc one of the desks, and the pupil behind_ prime target, had the previous term taken them



 

all camping in the Lake District, quote, "doing
all the driving and cooking". I questioned the
boys about this. They described it in rather
different terms: the teacher in question_had
been arrogant and had continually put them down,
e.g. "I'd better do the cooking, as you lot are
not capable". The Head also claims to have bent
over backwards to be accomodating and tolerant,

11- 7 _ f __.

their classes". p
iBy turning these lads (the only ones to

challenge the meaninglessness of the school by
replying with equally aimless and nihilistic
behaviour, refusing to cooperate in the charade),
over to the local authority Gestapo; by direct-
ing the staff to the restoration of discipline;
and above all by completely blacking out any

and to "provide an interesting and varied curric- reports in the Press, local or otherwise, the
ulum" for them;§ Certainly there was tolerance,
but to claim that anything positive was done let
alone achieved is a downright lie. Certain
teachers were allocated to them to do particular
things; all the teachers found it impossible to
do anything because their programmes were in
fact not in the slightest bit interesting (I
include myself in that, as I was employed as a
temporary teacher to "use my F.E. background" -
my first act, to them, was the umpteenth time
that somebody had tried to begin discussion and
thought about the implications of the energy
crisis, and they simply could not have cared
less whether or not I had anything new or
different to contribute,) The truth of the
matter is in fact, that after a few weeks in
which they had disrupted the normal classes
doing CSE work they were separated off without
any real prior preparation or discussion with
them of what they would like to be able to do.
For them, as for all children involved, there
was no preparation for ROSLA, nobody wanted it,
and in the case of this school the situation was
further exasperated by the domination of CSE
work and transfer to the grammar at 14 instead
of ll.
BLAME?

Perhaps the blame does not entirely rest with
the Head who was new to the school in September,
and therefore inherited the situation. The boys
consider however that he has mismanaged the
whole affair and in their eyes is ‘two-faced‘,
Hithout wishing to be unkind or to paint the
Head as an ogre (which he is not), that descrip-
tion is not entirely inaccurate. Part of his
problem is that he wishes to be liberal but his
senior staff are inclined the other way. The
result is that he comes out in staff meetings
with such oearlers as when referring to the

form. "I do not want an atmosphere of repress-

- 9 .;

need to re-establish firm order over the Fifth Hg?

ion, I do not wish to have an imposed discipline, _: ifs? ,fl “L ljig I /

authorities have sought to escape the only
logical and rational explanation - that some-
thing is rotten in the state of Cordeaux and
education in general.

FIEA NGLESS GIIRRICULUHNI
Since the school curriculum is so meaningless
(those taking CSE do so frequently because they
see no alternative, unlike the five lads) the
only way one can examine the school's process is
to look at the wider aspects of the school's
effects on the pupils.

Eost obvious to the superficial observer who
is at all critical and alive, is the emphasis in
school assemblies, tellings off, and disciplin-
ary procedures on respect for authority,
patriotism, class collaboration and grassing.
The fundamental theme is the oft-repeated plea
for cooperation, community, respect for each
other. Unfortunately the teacher who is genuine
with the kids, and is able to enjoy friendly
relations with them, is the very teacher who
makes this work. The teacher who is brutal,
dogmatic, unpleasant, tyrannical, in fact makes
the whole thing an obvious lie and sabotages the
process. Without the gentle, well-meaning
teachers the school war would hot up considerab-
ly.

Since much of the activity expected of the
children is neither meaningful nor pleasant, the
second most obvious process is the inculcation
of the Protestant work ethic. That is, that we
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The truth of these incidents is that the
suspended five are being used as the scapegoats
for the total failure of the school to have any
real meaning for most of the pupils. The first
three years are dedicated to the selection of
some 35 candidates (out of 130) for the grammar
school at the age of 14, to further select those
capable of doing CSE work in particular subjects.
The final two years is dedicated to CSE. For
the non-academic pupil (es they are called)
there is no meaningful provision. In the first
three years they do exactly the same syllabus as
the other.pupils in their years; for the final
two they more often than not simply go through
the motions of the CSE work without sitting the
exams. There is a small stream of pupils
considered too hopeless even for that, and to
quote one teacher, "they might just as well play
football in the yard as twiddle their thumbs
messing about with various pointless tasks in
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._______________________,
invest sacrifice and suffering in the school
world in order to enjoy the rewards that await
us outside. Fortunately in this cart of the
world it is not hard for the kids to see that
the rewards are so scanty and unevenly shared
out that the process of indoctrination in this
respect is not very efficient in many cases, at
least without the all too often present assist-
ance of parental support and advocacy of the
came doctrine. School is good for you.

Since much of the school's work is concerned
with sorting and grading into different exam
streams, a third factor brought to bear is the
idea of a hierarchy of standards and rewards.

Contd. page 18
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nsofar as we work towards the liberation of~.
Iexisting school establishments (however diffi-
cult - perhaps even impossible - the task might
prove to be) it is useful to consider the points
at which the system is most vulnerable to attack.
Thus we can look at the examination set-up as
the keystone of the system - remove it and the
whole edifice collapses - tamper with it, alter
it or replace it with something else (like
assessment) and stresses, strains and cracks are
likely to be exposed: to be exploited before the
structure settles happily into place once more.

 The importance of exams to the system can be
used in various ways. At the very least we can
keep up a constant attack - through discussions,
pamphlets, letters, etc - on the whole idea of
assessment/examination and on specific examples
of impossible/irrelevant/meaningless questions
set at all levels. Readers who are or who have
been involved with exams of any kind and in any
capacity are invited to submit anti-exam
ammunition for publication in future issues of
Lib. Ed.
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OBJECTIVE TEST$ OF COMPETAHCE°

The best recent attack on the reliability,
objectivity and relevance of examinations,
especially ‘essay-type‘, is to be found in Tom
Fawthrop's pamphlet, ‘Education or Examination‘

1968 He points out the inevitable errors an
discrepancies caused by differences between
universities and between departments within
universities) in marking standards, ranges of
marks awarded, criteria, pre-determined numbers
of 'passes' to be awarded; range of subject

imatter, etc. All this apart from the personal
lbias of the examiner, which is_§2t effectively
modified by the work of ‘external examiners‘
Having amplified this exposure of the unrelia-
bility of exam results he goes on to list 17
variables which are "among the more important
factors that determine the performance of the
examinee, and these are all irrelevant to the
individualis intellectual capacity i.e. intell-
ectual capacity may or may not coincide with

The urooseraf this article is t ooint to them - there is no necessary correlation .
4 P P ° P

some of the arguments which might be useful to "Th°s°R;:fiZ:?°eS are‘
any of us who feel the need to challenge those ,,_,_ HAVE ygug
who uphold the values of competition and 'excell-I °“R,{,‘o°,,(',‘§555sI
ence' (as demonstrated by examination success). i
In practice it is often not difficult to get l
people to-accept that, iun ;
people to accept that, in their subject, exams pm
are more or less irrelevant/harmful/unfair. The 1
real problem is to persuade them to accept the 1
only realistic answer to their inevitable, 3But, T
what will you put in their place?" -- "hothingfii
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Examination technique , i . e . profi ciency
at examinations, ability to adapt to
examination requirements.
Speed - both in thinking and writing

iii Timing - ability to conform to the time
allowed for each question (the student

v n i _ who knows too much may be penalised!

\ (ii)

perhaps the most important factor of all
(_ by ' ~’ I g (iv) ‘Question Spotting‘ or 'exam-telepathy‘,

_ I ca
10

Luck - the right question s) just happen
p _ l ing to come up.



(vi)( Normal variance of performance.
(vii) Quality of teaching, i.e. good ‘examina-

tion teaching‘.
Ability to persuade/deceive the marker

_ of your intellectual worth.
(ix) Ability to 'cram‘ huge chunks of know-

ledge into cne‘s mind just long enough
y for an examination.

(x) Individual capacity to indulge in a
‘memory-orgy‘,

(Ii) Individual‘s skill at ‘cheating'.
(xii) The degree of motivation for success,

fear of failure, etc.
The strength of motivation to conform -
‘give examiners what they want‘ attitude
- a form of examination strategy design-

(viii)

(xiii)

ed specifically not to offend the person-
al views of one‘s tutor.
Ability to make the correct choice of
examination questions (inside the hall).

(xv) Capacity to undergo psychological press-
ures - stress and strain.
Specific social or emotional problems
occurring near examination time:
Students‘ ignorance of requirements of k
the examiner, criteria for marking, etc."

(xiv)

(xvi)
(xvii)

Another important point is that exams just
don‘t_do the job they are supposed to - they
don't sort out all the right people for the
right jobs or universities. Ask a few employ-
ers what they think about the relevance of the
exams their young employees have just taken (but
don't take too much notice of the answers you
get - the idea is to destroy their arguments for
exams!).- And what about School7finiversity drop-
outs? Quite simply there is no known correlat-
ion between academic ‘success‘ and success in
any subsequent field of endeavour (except perhaps
academic fields).
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EXAMINATIONS AND CURHICULUW

However, strong (and useful) as these arguments
are, they miss the real libertarian arguments
againsts exams and assessment. One of these is
that their very existance makes specific and
anti-educational assumptions about the point of
learning/education - that it is to gain assess-
ed certification of some kind. ‘Thus absurd and
irrelevant exams, which can inevitably test only
certain limited, pre-ordained elements of a
subject, thereby distort’ g\the study of that
subject. Further distortion arises from the
fact that exam-passing is too often simply a
matter of collecting/regurgitating facts and
other peoples‘ opinions - it is often far easier
to take an exam in a subject that you are good
at but not very interested in than one in which
you are good_g§Q interested. Crazy or not? An
example of the pernicious effect of exams on
curriculum can be seen if we look at the situat-
ion of oral English in schools. We might almost
take as a motto of our education system: "Shut
up and get on with your work!" (in latin, of
course). However, in recent years, a lot of
good work has been published by people like the
National Association for the Teaching of English
and Penguin Books pointing out the glaring
deficiency of most schools in their treatment of
the spoken language. Such an effective case has
been made out that people have actually started
to take notice. With what result? The estab-
lishment of an exam of coursel
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"The subject known as Oral English'....now
figures prominently in the CSE examination,
with predictable effects - it is now taken
seriously in some schools. It is a sad fact
that in order to establish a new ‘subject‘ in
the curriculum, the quickest means is to
examine it. He would be optimistic if we
concluded that people now recognized the
importance of kids talking - it may merely
mean that teachers now allow children to talk
case a week, for forty minutes - one at a
time, of course.. Certainly a study of the
examination syllabuses will show how superfic-
ial is the agreement, how restricted and
unimaginative the situations in which talk is
to be assessed...... It might be cynically

 argued that by recognizing oral English, by
. honouring it with an exam, even with special

symbols so that it stands out in our school
timetable, we have shelved the problem not
solved it. For it is the characteristic
delusion of many teachers in this country that
if something is examined it is also being
taught." J.H.Patrick Creber (‘Lost for Horde‘

 Penguin, 1972)
A This situation applies to a lot of other
subjects, too - and one might add that there is
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EXAMINATIONS AND CONTROL

Another political case against exams (and all
other forms of assessment) is the way in which
such devices are used to control the student
body - to ensure conformity - to reinforce the
fear of authority - to establish the fear of
failure. They are used to sort us out into
those who can go on to further education and
those who can't - those who get the jobs they
want and those who don't - those who get the
influential academic/political/media positions
and those who don't. It doesn't always work
efficiently but it does often enough. There are
enough of us who accept the value ofgsuch things
(or who are not convinced that the system can be
effectively challenged) and are prepared to put
up with the humiliations involved in ensuring
that we get them to make the whole con-trick
work.
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WHAT THEN D0 HE DO?

It is easy to criticise but what can we do,
apart from refining and pressing our arguments?
As students we generally have the choice of
putting up with the requirements of exams or -
renouncing the various social/economic advantag-
es of certification. In schools students are at
their most vulnerable (owing to their personal
lack of independence) and it takes a remarkable
degree of self-knowledge and self-confidence to
fight against the system. The only realistic
hope lies in schcolkids working together through
such organisations as the Schools Action Union
and the N.U.S.S. (if such bodies remain directly
responsive to the effective control of their
members) to begin to take control of their own
lives and especially their education.

As far as students in higher education are
concerned we have lessons to learn from the
examples of France in May, 1968; the struggles
at the Hornsey College of Art and the sporadic
campaigns against exams, including the L.S.E.
‘Examination Statement Campaign‘.:
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"The idea of the campaign was simplicity
itself. We would try to organise a boycott of
the Part I exam by getting as many students as
possible to sign a joint statement declaring
their intention to boycott the exam provided
that the number of signatures equalled half of
the total number of students registered for
the exam. In short, we were campaigning for a
majority boycott. The campaign was centred
around collecting these signatures, which was
no easy task as this was not the usual petit-
ion but a commitment, albeit conditional, to
action. The point was not missed by anyone.
"The beauty of the campaign was that we were
not demanding anything from the authorities.
We weren't asking for any reform, however
radical. This was planning for direct action
in its purest sense - demands upon ourselves.
It‘s very much easier to make demands upon
other people: upon the system, or to support
other people's struggles, but committing
oneself to activity is much more profoundly
subversive to the system. ‘By the end of two
terms‘ agitation and propaganda, we had
obtained about sixty signatures or so, with
the result, of course, that the boycott did
not come off; it would have needed at least
150 signatures to proceed. However 60 was
quite a large number considering that no-one
signed without thought or before much debate
and discussion." Bob Dent(‘LSE: a question oi
degree‘, Solidarity, 1972)
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Most teachers probably feel that they are as
trapped by the ‘system‘ as are the students but
this is true only if they co-operate in their
own enslavement - through mortgages; career;
submission to ‘authority‘; etc. Simple sabotage
of the system is a possible tactic for some

‘a comrades. Many (most? - all?) secondary schools
hold anxiety making and time wasting ‘end of
term/year exams‘ whose monumental irrelevance to
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the acquisition of knowledge and/or understand-
ing must be pretty clear even~to those whg spend
so much time setting, admnistering and marking
them (and then ‘threaten‘ to stop doing it if
they don't get more moneyi). In practice many
of these are quite useless even as a preparation
for ‘proper‘ exams but when a whole school is
subjected to them (whether the kids involved are
likely to take external exams er not) they take
on an air of cruel fantasy. (0f;cmurse such
exams are set also to produce graded class lists
which help to strengthen the sense of failure
among those who generally come near the bottom.)
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This administrative convenience - often dis- g,¢nu£Nq,
guised as a liberal concern that the -. er .. non... i 1 ‘\_\'J§R'
academic kids should not feel left out or that
they have been written off (although they have - §*§__£B‘ *dhedFt§e
well, let's face it old boy, some people have *<v‘
got what it takes, others haven't - it's very
sad, no doubt, but you've got to face the facts .
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Possible tactics in the face of this kind of

set-up include the refusal to set/administer/
mark such tests. This will, of course, appeal
more to those who feel fairly secure or reckless
and it stands more chance of success if one'e
Head/head of department/etc is concerned or even
if they just wish to present a liberal/trendy/
progressive image. In less favourable situat-
.ione it will be necessary to build up arguments
based on whatever useful research material
might be available - using any sympathetic staff
members or advisers there are around,

As far as weekly/termly/etc grading is concern-
ed all teachers can at least take the advice of
John Holt:

/(\

"If you_must grade, grade as seldom, an pr1v_
ately, and as easily as possible..,,,
Specifically, if we have to submit a grade or
report card once a term, or quarter, or
semester, that should be the-only mark we give
the child in that period..;..
If the children feel that they are all in some
kind of race and if everyone knows who are
winners and who are losers, the losers are
going to try to protect what little is left of
‘their pride and dignity by getting out of the
race, by refusing to run.....
There is absolutely no excuse for a teacher or
a school to fail a student. He are there for
them, not they for us. If a student spends a
year in my class and learns something, I have
no right to fail him. I must find a way to
give him some positive and legitimate credit
for whatever he has learned. If at the end of
a year he has truly learned nothing, then I'-
not he - am the one who should be failed."
John Holt (‘Hhat Do I Do Monday‘, Pitman, 1970)
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BUT, HHAT ABOUT STANDARDS?

Finally, none of the above comments are to be
interpreted as denying the fact that learning is
a difficult, demanding process - subject to
continual and ruthless reassessment, adjustment
and rejection by all involved in the learning
process. Hhat_i§ claimed is that assessment and

gexamination in order to classify, grade and
_/ <g)select is a perversion of the educative process

__/I and a violence to the students involved‘

Arthur HUMPHREY
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TAKING
THE LID OFF

CROWTHER
ORGANISATION or cohranm-1:Ns1vE\

SCHOOLS AND THE 11+ 5

he abolition of selection at the age of ll
bITyears constitutes the basis for calling the
‘all-in‘ secondary school a comprehensive school
a comprehensive school. It seems that this is
the only feature which separates the so-called
comprehensive school from schools in the tri-
partite tradition, a necessary and sufficient
condition for the label, 'comprehensive'.

, It was the question of the efficiency and the
adequacy of selection at ll years of age which
first brought into question the tri-partite
system after the war. Until about 15 years ago
the tri-partite system suffered no real
challenge from within the established and
establishment circles, and when the challenge
did come it was a challenge against the ineffic-
iency of the 11+ exam as a selection procedure,
not a challenge to the type of eduQ§tion_or:the
idea of selegtionas such,

The Crowther Report of 1959 offered support to
the idea that by selecting at ll years of age
the nation was "wasting a lot of talent". Brains
that were worthy of better education, and there-
fore producing more for the state, were being
excluded from the education process through the
selection procedure at this early age. The
Report argued that some of the nation's ablest
men were leaving school early and not getting
the education they deserve. It is worth noting
that as the Report concentrated on National
Service recruits it did not take into account
the women of the country, but then they may have
felt justified in this since they probably
considered women to be of less economic value
whether they received schooling or not! And
this is the point; the concern of the Report is
not with any altruistic educational reform, it
is with the "wastage of resources", - the fail-
ure gf the system to capitalize on its intell-
igence resources.

Now the reasoning behind such ideas is a good
example of capitals

Now the reasoning behind such ideas is a good
example of capitalist/repressive thinking. The
reasoning is something as follows:- I.Q. tests
offer a measure of ability - those who have this £E;r5g§§E§55§i5fi“bfoQ§£~fi£t5érHé§egfién- . . . l_i_hihhhhhWhhhhWMhll ytllliiiic?b1l1ty.W11l naturally wish to stay on Bi S°h°°1 desire to see fairness in the educational system.
if they get the opportunity - and those who get, e
more schooling will obviously be worth more to
the society than those who don't - therefore it
is worth investing in schools only if they make
14 ‘

the most of their resources, i.e. if talent is
not wasted. How the role of intelligence and
I.Q. testing has been tealt with in LIBERTARIAN
EDUCATION l2 and it is sufficient to say here
that the only talent which I,Q- tests show is
the talent to do I,Q, tests. They are in no way
a measure of ability since ‘ability’ is not
measurable (even if it were desirable to measure
it). We see also the assumption that anyone who
has this so-called ability will want to go on to
get the most and the 'best' schooling available.
With more than a touch of irony we may say that
if you did want to measure ability perhaps the
best measure would be the lack of desire to stay
on at school since schooling is prone to stifl-
ing much of the creative ability of its inmates.
Aha theh there's the question of whether the
most educated people in the country are those
rho are most Valuable. Since the criterion at
hand appears to be a material one, I take this
to mean that the more educated people in the
country are those who produce the wealthll Any-
one not seeing the fallacy of this reasoning
might benefit from a reading of Marx.

Two other interesting points arise from the
Crowther Report. Firstly, the_association of,
‘I I I I ‘_education_ with schoolin current in so much
of capitalist7repressive thought is blatantly
expressed in this Report, a point with which
Libertarian 'educationalists' will obviously
disagree. According to this repressive line of
thinking, the length of stay in education is the
indicator of how educated a person is and.§¥p§§:_
iences outside school cannot be con§idered_as
educationally valid. In fact, the experiences
of working class kids are generally seen as
counter-educational, and requiring antidotes in
the form of the 'culture' of the school. The
second point, which follows on from the first,
is that the workings of theM§ghgglmg;§_ngyer
brought into Question as being the problem or as
being the cause of this "wastage of talent" -
only the selection of the typgwofnpupil to the
type of school such that we get the best/most
results from the input of talent at the school's
disposal. Now the idea of_types 0f_EEQilB
fitting types of education was the cornerstone
of the Norwood Report and the Education Act 1944
which set up tri-partite education and is
obviously not being challenged by the Crowther
Report. The Crowther Report does not challenge
the assumptions of the tri-partite system, it
merely points out that it appears to be a little
inefficient in its application of selection,

And whilst the call for abolition of selection
at ll years of age does not stem directly from
the Crowther Report, it certainly finds some
backing in the Report's findings. It has'been
claimed that the call for the abolition of
selection at ll years came from middle class
parents who found that their kids were failing
at the 11+ exam, which may not be altogether
unfounded....

What I am arguing here is that the abolition
of the 11+ exam and the implementation of
!comprehensive' schooling answers the need for

any

If selection at ll+ prevents the maximum output
then it has to be abolished.

The organization of comprehensive schooling
today points to the fact that there is more
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concern with the ‘efficiency‘ of the schooling
than with educational and pedagogic innovations.
Tho majority are still considered organigation-
all f t r‘ ha ' in t out ut and of.;!_§E_.22.2.hS2v - “ing P“ P
°_¢_1i1'__B¢B<>_s_s =1s1=i_9nef..___q__'1w-l.i_..:r1=_--<=m'11=Isl‘.-. (As
libertarians we see them as organizationally
akin to prisons with their stigmatizing function,
but this is worthy of more time than it can
receive here.) If the sole basis of calling a
school ‘comprehensive‘ is that the input is no
longer the result of selection at ll years,
there is no reason to suppose that things will
differ much between the so-called comprehensive
school and schools in the tri-partite system.
Roth will work within the assumptions of capital-
ist technocracy that input and output labpgility
and performance} can be labelled and measured,,
and goncern themselves with the processipg of
the inputs along structured lines until at the
end there is a roductbwhich is educated te theP R __ g__g _ _w_ ,i_U_L.
best of its ability. In the tri-partite system
the grammar schools educated the ‘academic‘ kids
who could handle abstract material (sic) while
the secondary moderns coped with the ‘non-
academic‘ kids by giving them material of a more
‘practical‘ nature. In the comprehensives this
selecting into types takes a more subtle form in
the establishment of setting and streaming which
swiftly labels pupils and directs their school
career. Hy own research in London comprehens_
schools at the moment shows that, even where
there are definite attempts on the part of staff
to break with this traditional mode of education,
the gglection and labelling on the criteria of
‘ability‘ and ‘behaviour’ still gontinugs.
Others have shown how, once established, a ‘
pupil's school identity is then reinforced and
becomes eventually a self-fulfilling prophecy.
So, even if selection does not take place at ll
years, if the basis of the schooling has not
altered, such a selection will take place_pp the
school itself. Comprehensive schools do not
abolsh selectipp, they Q gbglish 88160121’!
at the pge or $1 I -I
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The experimental group were free to like any
alterations they wished in their otganisation or
curricula. Some, feeling they were already
working on quite sound lines, made little or no
alteration. At the other extreme some schools

After eight years the universities published
the results of the ezpei-iheht (summarised by
James Homing in ‘Teach Them To Live‘). In an
overall comparison of the control group with the
experimental group the latter were found to have
taken part much more fully in extra-cnrriflfllar
activities - political, social, dramatic, sport-
ing and artistic - than the control group. In
academic achievement the experimental group,
similarly, gained the vast majority of academic
awards and scored markedly higher than the
control group. Only in two respects were the
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'P°dfl8°gic innovations which do occur in
comprehensive schools owe nothing to the fact
that the schools are called comprehensive, Thoro
is no reason why a comprehensive school should
differ from a secondary or grammar in anything
but the selection process at ll. The maigrity
gof comprehensives retain traditional organizat_
ional features such as time periods for lessons
wi1h_one particular teacher, some ideas of
 t.sior-__ditffe.P—
ent sub'ects standards of classr om hghgiour
be-.esd_monL-.s he-_a11oile
etc. To what degree these features arev

etc. To what degree these features are to be
found may be a point of debate, but certainly
they appear in comprehensives to an extent which
makes them both comparable to and not dissimilar
from tri-partite education.

Selection still takes place in comprehensives,
and it takes place on a social class basis
similar in method to traditional, biased
selection procedures. This is because selection
is necessary as an efficient means of processing
'suitable‘ pupils through exams and thus main-
taining a high“output‘. Exams, though, are
based on the notion that attributes can be
quantified and measured, which itself relates to
the capitalist technocratic vitw of education
and Han. -
It is this type of reasoning which supports

the repressive ‘myth? of capitalism. It is
this which accounts for the analogy between
schools and factories. It is this type of
reasoning which is diametrically opposed to
Libertarian principles‘ e
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},- The Harvard experiment R _
A few years ago Harvard University advertised a
series of degree courses to be open to anyone who
applied, without any academic qualifications or

, tests for entry to the coursed. Candidates were
d°°id°d t° tak° n°thin3“f°r granted ana Bat d°'n‘ accepted on the basis of ‘first come first server
staff and 5t“d°nts t°3°th°r9 t° decide what they  Ihen the courses had ended it was found that the
should do:and how they should do it. rate of successful completion of these degree

courses was higher than for the normal de5P°°
courses in the university. 
4, The comprehensive ideal
In actual practice the so-called comPP°h°nBi"°
schools are, in the main, as tradit10n—b0uHd as
other state schools. Entry to them is d°t°Tm1n¢d
b§'procedures no different in prin¢1P1° f?°m the
ll plus, certainly for the uPP°P 5tr*am5 In th°B°
Bchfifilao '
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This article was smuggled out of Gartree Prison,
vLeicestershire, recently.

ehabilitation has for a long time been ome-
R thing of a joke_i~sn British prisons, though
the laugh it raises is somewhat hollow. However
one clear light in an otherwise bleak landscape
has been the limited but surprisingly effective
educational programmes instituted in many
prisons. In this one respect Gartree has been a
leader in the field. Educational programmes at
every level are organised here from art-time. 9  Pevening recreational and academic classes to
full-time studies in basic education, technical

n trade studies and higher education studies,
including degree level courses under the Open
University. The people who scoff at the idea of
rehabilitation should see these men who are
participating, many of whom society has written
off as worthless, hardened criminals. They
spend their days and evenings, heads buried in
weighty tomes, wrestling with philosophy or

ssociology or mathematics. Those same scoffers
would do well to listen in onn some of the
conversations and discussions. The subject
matter would not be future crimes being planned
or past exploits glamorised as they might
expect, rather it would be the sociology of
Durkhein or Weber, the politics of Mill or Hegel,
attacx. 'i5II1ww in cu"b ‘.II&'\.;w"'j\.['l.£.l:b\'.B .I.£1"'\»'LI.i$'b lLI.'nU. OI B
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ly it matters little what the need for educatio
13 °f B Particular population, or whether a
particular system is efficacious, or whether
there is available any suitable alternative
occupation. Education is a function solely of
population in the little bbok of the little man
in the little office in Eccleston Square,_H.1.
This week, having done his computations and
'consulted his actuarial tables, he has found
that a population of 180 inmates does not
require a thriving, dynamic, successful educat-
ion unit. Thus for us the book must be put
aside, the pen replaced by the mail-bag, and
Socrates give way to the scrubber,

As from Jan lst the comprehensive evening-
class programme of approximately 70 classes per
week is to be pared down to a pathetic 17. All
the full-time courses are to be stopped. The
technical drawing courses is to be scrapped
csmpletelyg the basic education classes, as far
as we can determine at present, are also being
wound up; the higher education unit is to cont-
inue to operate but on a totally unrealistic an
inadequate day release basis. The work, the
aspirations, the hopes of all the participants,
staff and inmates alike, are being butchered,
and butchered merely for the sake of a statisti

,The prison population is now 180. There are
only two workshops in operation which together
employ 67 men; additionally a number of men are
required for service occupations cooks. order-xam. - '

situation in this country yet - unfortunately - Rb dcubt'th3re is a time-lag between the incep-
it might be useful to consider what can be done tion of agflidee and.its ultimate acceptance. Ho
here and now; There are at least three factors doubt, too, the methods of teacher-training
involved, all of which are inter-related, but it colleges are usually such that the last things

e will be easier to deal with them separately: students are encouraged tn feel any interest for
l. The status of the people involved.
2., The amount of support.
3. The institution under attack and the

nature of the opposition.
THE STATUS OF THE PEOP$E INVOLVED T T n
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‘A headmaster has more pgflgr to hhhhgh things in are ideas ..aIbeut"education. The fact remains that
his school than a first-year student (whether he with parents___largely acquiescent and teachers
should have is a different matter). But everyone, largely ihdaile to change, we have a very long
at whatever place in the system, has the opport- way to go t-o*‘get"effective parent/teacher action
unity to attack some manifestations of the exam a6BiflB* th2.l7l*°fl- 1 Bmill P°B91b11i*7'iB *hfl$
mania. Students, if organised at least on a B-llfill bPafl¢h °f tbs HUT mighi °°Bfl “R56? Ranks
class basis, could, as suggested'in ‘The Little T 8nd—Fil0 ¢°5*Y°1s and '°Tk f°T °hll6° in the?
Red School Book‘, hand in blmk papers or boycott area. Othe__rwj.se,. its going to be a long, hard
their internal exams, gr pp;-9'55 {hr raga;-M hhh-h slog - unless, that is, we are blessed with 1.‘ '68
as being told the questions in advance, Iirgaqhqra Bituation, and no longer have to depend on reform
on the Bhop floor should do all in yheir pow‘, to; from abc.e. In France in 1968, let it be said
resist legends that thgy‘hhgh1g grad, their n again, it was the students who took the initia-
students as pa;-1; hf the usual p,.°g,,cfl__fi_.|,y deal. tive in challenging exams and every other

‘Whether or not oh, 1, in a batter poaition to, smanifestaticn of capitalist hierarchical society,
change things at ‘higher: 1,7,1, of th, hierarchy, !Students led; the rest of society followed. The

s opium not hm;-e_ Friends of mine. who are hams of " conclusion might be that the HUS_ and the RUSS
departments assure me that they are in a,5@tt°,. deserve all_our support in the campaigns they

5 h
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WHY EXAMS? from p.5
In theory they represent the type of secondary

school that should emerge from consideration of
the mass of evidence on selection that has expos-
ed not only the social injustice of the separate
grammar and modern schools, but the sheer innffx
inefficiency of_§l§ selective tests claiming to
be ‘cbjective‘.

, The demand for common schools and a common
culture goes back to the TUC conferences at the
end of the nineteenth century (see Brian Simon,
The Evolution of the Comprehensive School). iBut
how effectively the ambitions of the middle class
in general and of the middle class teaching
profession in particular (in spite of their  
'unanimous' demand for comprehensive schools)
have frustrated the comprehensive ideal, can be
seen in ‘Half Hay There‘ by Brian Simon and
Caroline Benn, a survey of nearly 700 comprehen-
sive schools; in the National Foundation for
Educational Research study ‘Comprehensive Schools
in Action‘, and in Julienne Ford's ‘Social Class
and Comprehensives‘.

THE ADULT“HORLD HAS MADE EDUCATION INTO AN OBSTACLE RACE,
BEGINNING AT 5 AND ENDING WITH A SHALL ELITE WHO HAVE CLEARED
ALL THE HURDLES, LEAVING A VAST POPULATION OF CASUALTIES AND
ALSO-BANS SCATTERED ALONG THE COURSE BEHIND.

IF YOU'RE JOINING THE RANKS OF THE EDUCATORS, YOU HAVE T,

will have a big advantage over children brought
up in the poorer and less competitive sectors of
the population. These tests therefore have an
inbuilt bias that favours middle class children.

In fact more-than 50 per cent of primgrv children
are not even entered for these tests sihce, in the
eyes of their teachers and the administrators, the
results are a foregone conclusion and money is saved
by the L.E.A. on buying and marking tests for them.

The logical result of applying such tests to both
middle and working-class candidates would appear to
be that working-class candidates even if ‘successful
in gaining entry to e.g. the grammar school will be
under severe strain and will be among the first
casualties. This is borne out in ‘Education and the
Working Class‘ by Jackson and harsden and by the
report of the D.E.S. entitled ‘Early Leaving‘ where
it appears that working class pupils are over-
represented among those who leave the grammar school
before they have completed the normal course.

DECIDE BETWEEN THE OBSTACLE RACE AND THE HUMAN RACE.

FM
CULTURE AND EXAMINATIONS

Clearly a child who is brought up from birth to
be competitive will, if he is not made into a
nervous mess, do better at exams than a child who
is not. Prof. P.E.Vernon in ‘Intelligence and
Cultural Environment‘ reports on.the difficulty
found in 1948 in administering an intelligence
test to children in the Hebrides. '

‘She (the tester) was particularly struck by
their reluctance to work at speed, and attribut -
es this to "the unhnrried, untramelled mode of
existence”, which makes then 'tenperanntally
unresponsive to the pressure of time". In 1965
when testing boys in Stcrnoway it was found that
"sometimes their Highland canniness was manifest-
ed in over-logical or argumentative reactions to

, test items that struck them as silly”.'
n In talking about the application of tests in

.  non-western cultures Vernon writes, ‘In other
Q - Q

ethnic groups, particularly when testees have not
been exposed to schooling, the culture pattern II

J may be entirely diffbrent, and the whole test
situation meaningless. Competition for personal
gain may be frowned upon. Important problems are
‘discussed co-operatively with the elders of the
tribe, not left to individual initiative.‘

How since in Britain the ll plus or the xzxxnl
various tests and ‘profiles‘ that have replaced
it all depend on individual and often timed work,
children brought up in the highly competitive
culture of the middle and.upper middle classes

' ' -%-_-.--- ....__-._.__

In ‘Race, Culture and Intelligence‘ (Penguin 1972)
John Daniels and Vincent Houghton write, ‘There is
essentially no difference between an examination
system and a system based.upcn psychometric assess-
ment (i.e. intelligence tests etc.). "Both are used
for social-role allocation; in the Soviet Union the
examination system is better because a purely
hereditary principle would have been ideologically
unacceptable. Of the two systems, the one which is
likely to last longer is the examination system
because of its lack of pretence to a scientific
rationale. If the demnds of society change, then,
theoretically, an examination system could change in
quite an arbitrary way, untramelled by assumptions
which are not concerned or supported by so-called
scientific notions of the “properties of man”. fBoth
methodologies, the examination system and.psycho-
metry, will undoubtedly be with us for some consid-
erable time to come, and will only be replaced when
another system of role allocation suggests itself as
technocratic development reaches its point of
explosion.

_‘fle have put forward the thesis that both
examination and psychometric teats have outlived
their usefulness because, by their very flaiures thfiy
canfiot adapt to the changing needs of society. They
play a key role in allocating pupils to special xnx:
roles within society at the same time as they claim
objectivity, i.e. truth irrespective of the society
in which they are used.’

17
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Cne comes to learn one's place, and_to classify» ed to live beyond each day and whether somebody
oneself as bright or thick, to value oneself as is absent and their classes have to be covered.
a useful person, all in the light of one's And there are also those who are deep in thought
ability to cope with a series of meaningless and perplexity because this is all far from
sactivities which are largely irrelevant other- their idealised vision of what education is or
wise to the rest of your life, T ought to be about. Slowly, inexorably, those in

Slowly but surely children are atomised in this last group stumble towards an understanding
the face of the Educational Juggernaut, since of the evil and pernicious character of schools;
the process and the institutions are so big, so bmt they tend to do it in isolation and they end
remote, so far out of reach, so pervading and so by'simply leaving, first for another school,
inevitable, that most children cannot come to then out of the profession. One is forced to
grips with it and assert their integrity against conclude that there would be nothing they could
it. do in remaining anyhow. In such an all-embrac-

There are of course those who do assert their ing ideological totality as a school all
integrity by revolt. They are classed as attempts to make things better become simply
disturbed, e.s.n., abnormal, needing Sp6Cial tools to stabilise the fundamental rottenness Qf
treatment. They are despatched post haste to the institution. If one attempts subversion, by
Deightcn Close, the local educational dustbin. encouraging revolt (and if one chooses to stay
All the flotsam and jetsam who do not fit smooth-then one should) then inevitably one is sooner
ly into the normal school pattern go there. or later faced with the position of having to
Those who find it difficult to get on with other publicly oppose the school authority and be
kids, kids with personality defects, mental dealt with accordingly. hot even those who
disorders, special learning problems, even to my reach the hallowed heights of the Head's study
knowledge an epileptic and a terminal patient; are immune - one merely has to look at the
and of course the drop-outs and rebels. career of R.F.Mackenzie to see this (‘escape

It is difficult to exaggerate the signific- from the Classroom‘, etc.)
ance of Deighton Close within the system in When the process of schooling can best be
Louth. Talk to people and you find that almost parallelled with a Strategic Eamlet; when
everybody snows somebody who went there, or special schools are referred to by children as
whose brother, sister, child, neighbour, friend, concentration camps; when the fundamental socia‘
cousin, went there. Not all Heads are as bad as message they convey to their inmates is 'Arbeit'
others in despatching their problems to this Macht Frei', the slogan of Aushwitz (where at
special centre, but there is still this all- least it was a transparent lie) - what can one
pervading influence. To hear children talk honourably do? Surely not accept payment as a
about it you would think;it was the Lubianka - camp guard? There is a lesson I have learned
in some respects it is. Faced with.the prospect from these and other experiences. That is that
of being sent to Deighton Close the five there is no place for decent people in schools.
suspended rebels have already determined that
whatever happens as a group they stick together
- they 1-n11 not be split up. They do this Martin BASHFORTH
instinctively, with a sure gut-feeling about Cam GuardKg‘ _ L ‘a
what is happening to them.g  N0. 67-97469
fiHAT ABOUT THE TEACHERS?
2* p ' ' ? ' f .what of the teachers 1n all this There are o d these things more flamboyantly
course those, the magority, who consider that (N?B' They or er r. . . in Leicestershire. we hear that boys recentlynothing 1S fundamentally wrong, and that only f th fielt n Fowbra U er School

chucked out o e v O 1 Y PPthe children are to blame, because they are have had personal tutors assigned to them’ paid
thick, stupid, etc. There are those so wrapped , . , .b Pd )
up in their own speciality that any wider by the °°“n*Y Ed“°a*1°“a1 A“th°’1*Y " L1 " S‘
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EETTERS
From: iBill,

Thorn Hill, Long Marten, APPLEBY,
westmorland

As usual ‘Libertarian Education‘ No.12 made me,
a non-anarchist, think.

In this part of the country, at any rate, and
certainly amongst adults (I don't know about the
children) E.S.N. schools are no longer referred
to as 'silly' schools. At the best, they are
thought of as special schools for those not so
bright and, at worst, as schools for 'bad' lads
and lasses, I

I do not understand the penultimate sentence
of your editorial - perhaps my fault rather than
yours.

I speak from personal experience and, I would
say, some personal success, when I talk about
residential schools for the maladjusted. I have
often said it is inadvisable to bring this type
of young person altogether in one school, but
what is the alternative? Often they just have
to be removed from a home, a school or a commun~

"~b can no longer contain them,
P * one of the major problems is

e ‘big world outside‘. _l_thinl
esses, as well as the many fail~

lOSt81S attached (not too closely)
schools could act as a half-way

From: Marie hcloney,
Carna, Co. Galway, EIRE.

I have just read Libertarian Education and can'1
wait for the next copy. I receive another
paper on education regularly and didnit under-
stand until now.why I was never over-enthusias-
tic about reading it. I have been teaching for
six months and looking bank on it I see that
even though my approach was basically liberal I
was yet guilty of great atrocities - setting
myself up as an authority,.or rather allowing
the kids to do so, because it is what they
always did and believed they were expected to dc
I am in the process of writing to the head fa
man) of the school I spent five years in. On
reading through your magazine old memories came
rushing to the surface and in a fury I sat down
and wrote. I am young and before I can achieve
anything I realise that I will have first to be
accepted as a person of some integrity. I am
tired of waiting and thinking - I want to do
something. At the moment I have a kid to look
after and I have decided to take a year off.
It is nice here by the sea. I could ramble on
forever. I am interested in and want to become
committed to your cause. I have friends engaged
in various 'subversive‘ activities but have mete
nobody yet who is doing constructive (destruct-
ivet) work in the field of educaticn.....

mber NEILL
.NeiII Association and Trust)

The inaugural meeting of this new association
was held on loth January, 1974. Its aims Seem
Quite laudable. Using Heill's name the organig-

The principal organisers are: John Daniels;
Michael Duane; and Gerry Blood. Membership of
the association is open to everyone and costs
50p. The suggestion that membership should be  
cheaper for school students will be discussed at
a future meeting. If you want to join, donate,
or find out more, contact:

John Daniels,
School of Education, University of Nottingham,
University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RD.

I hope the Association and Trust really does
erg are Frying to obtain money for a trust “hichr something to"foster freedom for children."among other things, "seeks to provide help and
advice, legal and other, training and finance tn
lndlvldualsa 17° groups and to organisations
whose work and aims seek to foster freedom for
chi1dren....Examples of the ventures that might
qualify for support by the Trust are ?ree
ochools; communes set up with the aim of S¢¢ur_
ing wider freedom and contacts with other child-
ren and adults in the context of a community;
Play€T°uP3§ adventure playgrounds not funded by

MICh36l GERARD

Libertarian Education 14
Produced by: LIBERTARIAN EDUCflTTON GROUP,

local authorities or other existing organisation; 180 Melbourne Road, Leicester.
social centres combining help for parents and
children to realise their full rights as
citizens."

Can the Association acieve any of this? Jghn
_ Daniels, one of the organisers, was talking in

terms of the Trust getting hold of £250,000.
However, as a first step, the organisers wish
*0 a°qfl1Pe Klrkby House near Nottingham as a
headquarters and sort of A.S.Nei1l centre where,
"the ideas of Neill will be practised and demon-

Tel. 0533 - 50272

The magazine is available at the following rates:
Single Copies.......15p (inc postage)
Bulk:0rders.........9op for 10 (+ 10p postage)
3ubS°PiPtions.......6Op for 5 issues (inc post)

Orders to: BLACK FLAG BOOKSHOP,
l, Hilne Street, Leicester,

strated in action. Kirkby House will cost
£40,000 to buy before being adapted to become a
demonstration centre for Nei1l's ideas.-

L
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Pl‘lVli8gB
Forty-your out of every

100 youngsters -- abou
271 000 this summer-left
school wzthout even trymg
an exam A further 109,000

/ Q (17 per cent) fflilfli those
they did takeDefending the exam

He spoke a academi v I 6 b system. 111' Rhodes Boyscnhead ct a London compre
spgrting achievements. ‘“" ‘
“ e do have our ' S hensive school says
If-W818. but at 1" ‘ Exams offer opportunity

B to all-—-irrespective of backwith an.  ‘
“S by 9 ‘ ground and school...  p 59°

O” A? * j ‘If they were ab l
W A ' x ished the bright boy in

_ ‘ the deprlved schoolwould be further handi-
.. __i_-a-$11 t

S9»,  

Itiswrongto assumethatChl1dl‘B!‘l

*onlyworkwiththecarro ofsuccessandthreatoi, **I'ailTi‘i"'e'-1'as'i1Tcent:lves;**—-~e*

It.iswrongtoassume thatthosewho

“fol”lackintelligenceor determination.v
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BOYS should be given the opportunity to measure the.»
ability through examinations, S._ I. Hopkins, head-,1
master of Lancaster Boys’ ;_Schoo_l, _Leicester, told parents,
teachers andpilpils at |:he“school's annualspeethi day at
De Monbfort 'iHa*ll?iast -night. i ' ‘

Mr. Hopkins. said " _the_ school
believed in the discipline of ha_rd_
work". “In spite of the p_ubhc1ty
given--to contrary theories-, We
believe in examinations, -einternapl
and external. A

O “We believe that a boy should
be given the opportunity , to
measure his ability, his skills and
his knowledge against other boys
in his year and against other boys
in the country. . .

“He wants to know, his parents
want to. know and his employers
want to know where he stands in
relation .to4 his peers. We
teachers wan]; to know; whether
We are gettlng essentlal know-

‘ ledge across to our boys. __  '
4.

‘And, in any case,,."boys "love
com"pet1tion_. Isn’t all life after
s_Ch_00l competitive? It is. no use
llvlflg ip a ‘cloud cuckoo’ land

‘ irvlng to wipe out at one
.\-'\l'l- --Y~- ‘ M r;(“\‘

at  ° as s
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tangible incentive would there
be. I cannot for one moment
believe that we were ever meant
to be all on one level." A ‘ ' y

,Mrl Hopkins thanked staflf of
the City Education -_ Department
for what they had done for -the
school and-' for education in" the
City. ~  
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